
Remembering Randy Haddix 

As inconceivable as it may seem, in the Fall of 2004 Sidney, Nebraska – home of “The World’s Foremost 

Outfitter” – Cabela’s, housed no public shooting facility. In September of that year, a notice appeared in 

the Sidney Telegraph asking for input regarding an idea of building a shooting facility north of town on a 

piece of property owned by the City of Sidney. The night of the meeting saw a packed room in the 

Cheyenne County Community Center. By the end of the evening, the City agreed to pursue the project, 

but they wanted the park to be conceived, built and run by a group of citizens, and the call went out for 

volunteers.  

One of the first to volunteer was Randy Haddix – no surprise to anyone who knew him. Randy was a 

born volunteer, giving his all to ensure the success of projects in all corners of his community. To say 

that Randy contributed to the Park would be a gross understatement of his impact. In the preparation 

stages, Randy stepped up and provided muscle, connections and the cheerful “can-do” attitude that 

made him a welcome volunteer community-wide. When the City provided their approval for the initial 

plans, Randy stepped up with what would be the initial building block for the Sidney Shooting Park.  

While on a trip back to Broken Bow, he stopped by the One-Box Gun Club and shared the news about 

the creation of our Park. The Broken Bow club had recently purchased brand new automatic sporting-

clays traps and needed a new home for their manual traps. They immediately offered them to Randy. 

Randy explained that the SSP was just a fledgling operation and had minimal funds to expend. Knowing 

Randy and his good friend and fellow board member Larry Hiers, they offered to let the Park have the 

traps with no expenditure with the promise that we’d pay them as soon as we were able. Randy called 

from Broken Bow with the offer and the Shooting Park was launched thanks to Randy’s friendship. A few 

weeks later, the Park threw the first of many sporting-clays shoots, paying our debt with the first shoot, 

and the Park was up and running sand has never looked back.  

Through the history of the club, Randy served on the board, offered his able assistance with multitudes 

of events and served as ambassador, bringing many new shooters to the club. He acted as coach to 

many, and shot on too many teams of sporting-clays and trap-league members to count. Whether on 

the board or not, Randy could always be counted among the most enthusiastic supporters of our Park.  

Sadly, Randy’s big heart must have worked too hard for too long. He left our earthly company on 

Monday, July 9, 2018. His spirit will long linger over his beloved Sidney Shooting Park, with ever-present 

memories of his beaming smile and contagious laugh etched in the memories of the countless who 

called him friend.  
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Founding President Sidney Shooting Park 


